
 

Aplethora of successful women entrepreneurs have changed the demographic 

characteristics of the business and persist to inspire other women to pursue their 

dreams through entrepreneurship at the grass root level. The unyielding verve of the 

new age women and their never-ending thirst for success push them to walk extra 

miles to break all the existing stereotypical norms. Filled with vigor and intentions to 

serve the world, few of these women have been leaving indelible marks by bringing 

radical changes in the society. With a perfect blend of brilliance and determination, 

these women incline to make groundbreaking strides in the unexplored discipline. MS. 

Kanchan Naikawadi, Founder & Director of Indus Health Plus, is one such visionary 

entrepreneur who has tasted huge success in the field of Preventive Healthcare with 

her fervent zeal. With a consistent urge to become a businesswoman, Kanchan started 

Indus Health Plus on an emotional note with the sole intention of educating the masses 

about prevention and their overall wellbeing. Came into existence in the year 2000 with 

the mission of achieving prevention by early detection, the organization is a pioneer in 

comprehensive preventive health check-ups. Prevention is embraced as a mantra by 

Kanchan for ensuring quality life to people, trying to wipe out medical surprises of any 

kind. Indus Health Plus is a prominent and trusted name in India because of its health 

awareness initiatives that encouraged people to adopt a healthy lifestyle. For over two 

decades, it has been consistent in spreading the word timely check-up. 



The CEO Magazine, in a conversation with Ms. Kanchan Naikawadi – the founder of 

Indus Health Plus 

What stimulated your ideas to start a new business venture or to bring significant 

changes in an existing business/at a workplace?  

Getting into healthcare business was a fairly coincidental move. The thought of 

establishing a Preventive Healthcare company came to my mind after being 

traumatized by my father’s early death from cancer due to lack of early detection. 

That’s when I realized that technology, money or even health insurance cannot help 

you stay away from the lethal grip of lifestyle diseases like cancers, heart attack, and 

diabetes. This huge loss in my life impelled me to take a step in creating awareness in 

the society towards the path of prevention – a road less traveled. 

What is your greatest professional accomplishment to date? 

Being instrumental in creating a better life for people! Besides, I have received the 

award of Best Entrepreneur in Preventive Healthcare by CMO Asia in 2017 and 

altogether Indus has received more than 30 awards in the past 17 years. 

Non-communicable diseases continued to emanate because of theshortage of medicos 

and the unevolved infrastructure. The need of the hour, therefore, was to bridge the 

gap by providing a road to recognizing degenerative diseases at an early stage where 

treatment could save lives and reach the masses through various channels. Triumph 

over our objective persuaded prominent hospitals to become our alliance partner. 

Indus takes pride in its accessible, available and affordable health check-up services 

delivered to more than 6, 00,000happy familiesacross78 cities. 

Have you ever failed in your initiatives? What have you learned from your failures? 

There is no business failure as such but the dearth of prevention creating ordeal 

around me is what I consider a failure. I am carving new methodologies to spread 

greater awareness about prevention. 

What are your ideals? 

I believe in the motto-‘You can do what you love to do’. When it comes to working I am 

an eager beaver. I believe in honesty and ethics! To succeed in life, one has to carry a 

single persona all around. 

How many hours a day you work on an average? 



An entrepreneur is driven by passion, which never gets restricted by hours! I literally 

breathe Indus in-and-out. 

 

 


